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SESSION ONE:

PRESENT LIKE
A BOSS
2 Day in-person Class

SESSION TWO:

D.R.I.P.
LEADERSHIP
2 Day in-person Class

SESSION THREE:

GET REAL:
PART ONE

2 Day in-person Class

Presentation skills are important for a variety of roles, whether you are delivering a sales pitch
or leading your company’s annual meeting. Leadership skills are similarly important, regardless
of your rank and tenure. This course brings the two together in a unique and transformational
2-day experience. Participants will learn the fundamentals of good presentation delivery,
including both the physical, in-front-of-the-room skills, and the content required to deliver
compelling presentations, from the sales floor to the boardroom. Participants will receive
realtime feedback and coaching while building a presentation that requires them to identify
their leadership brand, style, and vision. This presentation skills class will have you looking and
thinking like a leader, fast!

This course is designed to build skill in three critical areas of employee development for leaders:
1. Diagnosing employee development needs
2. Giving and receiving feedback
3. Coaching for performance
Over the course of the two days, participants will evaluate their teams and learn valuable
skills that are immediately transferable to their roles. Highly interactive, and both intuitive and
introspective, this course is a must for leaders who need to improve their ability to develop their
direct reports, and for those who want to build high-performance culture in their teams.

Style, approach, values, competencies, backgrounds, and principles all vary, but there is
one universally-held truth in leadership - relationships matter. This paradigm-shifting course is
critical for anyone in a relationship-driven role or business, and for leaders looking to develop
great relationship-building skills. This course is based on a proprietary developUs model that
sits firmly on the belief that duration and proximity do not determine strength nor depth of
relationship. Participants will learn the 4 components of grade “A” relationships, be challenged
to rethink their approach, and learn how to bring their “A Game” to critical relationships.

6 INDIVIDUAL COACHING SESSIONS l 6 GROUP COACHING SESSIONS
SESSION FOUR:

GET REAL:
PART TWO

In this final course, participants learn and apply Part Two of the GET REAL model. This
course covers authentic leadership, diversity and inclusion, and team culture. Participants
will spend time sharing growth stories from the 6 months of coaching and establish
continued growth plans for themselves and members of their team before receiving their
Certificate of Completion.

2 Day in-person Class

= 21 LEADERSHIP-CATALYZING EXPERIENCES
You may have heard that organizations that invest in the development of leaders out-perform those that don’t.You may also
have heard that it takes 21 days to form a habit. As a result, we developed the CATALYST Program, a year-long experience
that has precisely 21 touch-points designed to build and reinforce the skills and habits of great leaders. Over the course of the
year, you’ll experience 9 days of training and 12 coaching sessions for a total of 21 leadership-catalyzing experiences.
From presentation skills to driving high performance, and personal branding to relationship-building, our CATALYST
Program addresses leadership from every angle. Tired of one-and-done training programs that don’t change anything?
Visit www.developUs.com/catalyst or email info@developUs.com to learn more about bringing this habit-forming year to you.

